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ABSTRACT: Foamed concrete has become one of the most commercialized materials used in construction 
industry. It has different characteristics compared to conventional concrete such as self-compacting without 
vibration, flowability and low density. Even though foamed concrete has many advantages but it possess low 
strength limiting its use in many applications. This research aims to investigate the potential of foamed concrete 
incorporating rubber powder as additive to improve its strength. The amount of rubber powder added as filler 
in foamed concrete are 0%, 3%, 6%, 9% and 12%. A total of 15 concrete cubes and 15 concrete cylinders 
were cast with difference percentages of rubber powder in order to evaluate its compressive and splitting 
tensile strength. The mix design was set to achieve a density of 1800 kg/m3. The experiments on fresh state 
properties show that the foamed concrete has a very low workability as the percentage of rubber increase. 
However, the compressive and splitting tensile strengths for foamed concrete containing rubber are higher 
compared to control foamed concrete. The addition of 9% of rubber brought a significant increase for 
compressive strength and tensile strength of 122% and 43%, respectively, as compared to foamed concrete 
without rubber powder. Based on the results, it was concluded that the optimum percentage of rubber in this 
research was 9% for the highest compressive and tensile strength for foamed concrete. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Foamed concrete is a versatile material due to its 
advantages such a lightweight, high flowability, 
serviceability and sufficient durability to be used 
either in structural or non-structural applications. 
The development of foam concrete is to reduce the 
rate and cost of construction, and at the same time 
to reduce the consumption of raw materials. The 
mix of foamed concrete consists of mortar, and 
foaming agent to produce approximately 25% air 
void, both contribute to the lightness of the concrete 
[1].The density of foamed concrete ranges from 300 
kg/m3 to 1800 kg/m3 with a compressive strength 
and tensile strength of up to 10 N/mm2 and 1.6 
N/mm2, respectively [2]. With much lower strength 
as compared to normal concrete, the application of 
foamed concrete are limited. Hence, there are many 
attempts that have been made to improve the 
properties by incorporating natural, artificial and 
rather recycled material as additive in foam 
concrete. 

The properties of foamed concrete incorporating 
various materials such as fly ash, lime and 
polypropylene either as cement replacement or 
additive have been studied by Awang et al. [3]. The 
results showed that the abovementioned materials 
did not contribute to the compressive strength of the 

concrete, but an improvement in the tensile strength 
was recorded. Fly ash as cement replacement, 
however, improved the compressive and tensile 
properties of foam concrete. Some of the material 
such as polypropylene fibre produces more pores 
which significantly affect the compressive strength. 
Similar trend in compressive strength reduction also 
reported by Wan Ibrahim et al. [4] using polyolefin 
fiber. Polyolefin fiber however improved the tensile 
properties of the foam concrete as it delays the crack 
propagation in concrete.  

Apart from fly ash and fibre materials used 
either as replacement or additive, the usage of scrap 
tires has gained interest into research worldwide 
due to its abundance [5]. In Malaysia, the Ministry 
of Transport recorded about 25 million vehicles to 
be registered included 1.2 million new vehicles in 
the year 2014 [6], and this number is expected to 
increase every year. Recycled tire in the form of 
powder as the result of pyrolysis treatment turns 
into household product and also dumped into 
landfill as this process brings low environmental 
impact. Rubber powder has been used as binder in 
bitumen and provides greater strength as compared 
to normal bitumen in road industry [7]. This 
material can be utilized as construction material in 
concrete either as replacement or additive. The 
results obtained by Chitra et al. [8] and Abdullah et 
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al. [9] are quite promising where improvement in 
some properties are identical with normal concrete 
in terms of its strength. It has been suggested that 
with a few adjustment and modification, the use of 
rubber powder may be beneficial for sustainable 
construction. Under microscopic examination, it 
shows that inclusion of 5% rubber powder reduced 
85% pore size of concrete compared to concrete 
without rubber powder [8]. However, its suitability 
to be used in foamed concrete has not been studied 
earlier. Due to their very fine size with a specific 
gravity of 2.21, the rubber used [10] as a filler to fill 
the void is expected to increase the strength of 
foamed concrete. Therefore, this study aims to 
assess the potential use of rubber powder as an 
additive in foam concrete.  

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
 

The cement used in producing the foamed 
concrete was ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Pre-
forming method was applied to produce foamed 
concrete. The method was conducted by using 
suitable foaming agent that mix together with water, 
and then foam is combined with paste or mortar. 
Cement, sand and water were basic materials mixed 
to form mortar while the stable preformed foam was 
produced separately. Foam was produced by using 
a foaming agent generator. Foaming agent 
contained a blend of synthetic surfactant and 
polymer was used in this study. The ratio of 
foaming agent diluted with water was 1:20. Sand 
passing through 2.0 mm was used in this study. 
 

The rubber powder (Fig. 1) obtained from the 
pyrolysis industry having a maximum size of 2mm 
used in the study [11]. Rubber powder from 
pyrolysis industry having a specific gravity of 2.17, 
bulk density of 641.48 kg/m3, both has lower value 
compared to sand [12], make it suitable to be used 
as filler in concrete. The mix proportion of foam 
concrete with varying percentage of rubber powder 
(0-12%) as additive by the total volume of concrete 
was produced. Foamed concrete was set to achieve 
density 1800 kg/m3 and water cement ratio was kept 
constant at 0.55. At fresh state of foamed concrete, 
the inverted slump cone test was conducted in 
accordance with BS EN12350-8:2010 [13] to 
observe the flowability of foamed concrete (Fig 2a). 
For hardened state, a total of sixty sample consisted 
100mm concrete cubesand concrete cylinder of 150 
mm x 300 mm were cast to determine compressive 
and splitting tensile strength, respectively as 
described in BS EN 12390-3[14] and  BS EN 
12390-6 [15](Fig 2b and 2c). 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Rubber powder used in the test 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2 Types of test (a) Inverted slump cone, (b) 
Compression and (c) Splitting tensile 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
3.1 Workability  
 

The workability of foamed concrete mixes is 
measured by diameter of the slump flow. Figure 3 
demonstrates that the workability of foamed 
concrete decrease due to increasing of rubber 
content. For a control specimen, the spread of slump 
diameter is 68 cm. For foamed concrete containing 
rubber, the slump flow diameter decreased as the 
percentage of rubber increased. The values of slump 
flow diameter of all foam concrete mixes containing 
rubber do not conform to the standard value which 
is in the range of 60cm to 80cm.  The increase in the 
rubber content decreased the workability of the 
mixture, hence reduce slump flow diameter of the 
foamed concrete.  

 

 
 
Fig.3 Workability of foamed concrete containing 
rubber powder 
 
3.2 Compressive Strength 

Compared to the normal foamed concrete, 
inclusion of rubber powder generally improved 
compressive strength of foamed concrete.  Figure 4 
shows the average compressive strength of foamed 
concrete mixes with different percentages of rubber 
at 7 and 28 days. It is observed from the figure that 
the compressive strength for the control sample and 
rubber mixes have a continuous strength 
development at both testing ages except for the mix 
containing 12% rubber. 

At testing age of 28 days, the strength of control 
specimen is 12.7 N/mm2. Inclusion of rubber which 
acts as filler or additive improved the strength of 
concrete by 75% to 122%.The strength of foamed 
concrete with 6% and 9% rubber have attained 
almost similar result recorded at 29.9 N/mm2 and 

28.3 N/mm2, respectively. However, for 12% 
rubber, the strength reduced tremendously at 21.4 
N/mm2 compared to the to the 6 and 9% rubber. By 
increasing the amount of rubber powder of more 
than 9% gradually reduced the compressive 
strength of foamed concrete. This phenomenon may 
be due to additional number of pores is produced 
due to excessive amount of rubber in foamed 
concrete. This has been supported by the test where 
optical microscopic showed that bonding between 
rubber powder and cement paste was poor, hence 
reduced the compressive strength of foamed 
concrete [16]. Apart from that, higher content of 
rubber attribute to development of micro crack 
which affects the compressive strength of concrete 
[17]. 

 

 
Fig.4 Compressive strength at 7 and 28 days 

 
3.3 Split Tensile Strength 
 

Data in Figure 5 clearly shows the presence of 
rubber steadily increased the splitting tensile 
strength of foam concrete at both testing ages. This 
increase in tensile strength ranged from 12% to 43% 
as compared to control specimen at 28 days. It is 
interesting to note that beyond 9% of rubber content, 
the strength is slightly reduced. At 28 days, the 
tensile strength increase from 1.4 N/mm2 (0%) to 
2.0 N/mm2 (9% rubber), and reduced slightly to 
1.98 N/mm2 (12% rubber). In general, it can be said 
that the fine rubber particles have a better void 
filling ability and that may help increasing the 
tensile strength [18]. In addition, rubber produced 
effective packing structures particularly in the 
interfacial zone hence making it more homogenous 
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that significantly increase the strength of foamed 
concrete [10]. 
 This is to note that the failure of control 
specimen was more brittle characteristics with 
larger crack at peak load as compared to foamed 
concrete with rubber (Fig. 6).  For foam concrete 
with rubber, the number and size of crack appeared 
was lesser than the control specimen.  This 
observation indicates great deformability of foamed 
concrete with rubber which has plastic nature 
compared to control specimen [19]. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Splitting tensile strength at 7 and 28 days 
 
 

 
 

(a) Normal                      (b) With rubber 
 
Fig. 6 Failure modes of cylinder specimen 

 
3.4 Relationship between splitting tensile 

strength and compressive strength  
 

It is important to study the ratio of tensile 
strength to compressive strength of foamed 
concrete. In general, increase in the compressive 
strength of concrete, increased in the splitting 

tensile strength. The ratio of splitting tensile 
strength is reduced as the compressive strength 
increased (Table 1). This was in line with the 
findings by previous researchers on various types of 
concrete such as normal, geopolymer and self-
compacting concrete. [20-28]. Although the 
findings in this study somewhat contradict with the 
finding of Hilal et al, [29], improvement in the 
tensile properties containing rubber is closely 
linked with the better structural properties of 
concrete such as shear resistant, bond strength and 
cracking resistant [30].  

 A relationship between splitting tensile and 
compressive strength is plotted as in Fig 7. Using 
the statistical line of best fit, and with correlation 
and regression analysis, a relevant empirical 
expression can be presented as Eq.(1): 

 
𝐟𝐟𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 = 𝟎𝟎.𝟓𝟓𝐟𝐟𝐬𝐬

𝟎𝟎.𝟒𝟒           (1) 
 

Where fsc = splitting tensile strength and 
fc= compressive strength 
 
 
Table 1 Ratio of splitting tensile strength to 
compressive strength 
 

Rubber 
(%) 

fc fsc Ratio 
fsc/fc 

0 12.7 1.4 0.11 

3 22.3 1.6 0.07 

6 27.9 1.9 0.07 

9 28.3 2.0 0.07 

12 21.4 2.0 0.09 

 

 
Fig. 7 Relationship between splitting tensile 
strength and compressive strength 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

The inclusion of rubber in foamed concrete 
affected the flow properties of concrete. The 
flowablity of foamed concrete was decreased as the 
percentage of rubber increased. This behavior was 
due to fact that rubber particles make the foamed 
concrete difficult to mix. The use of superplasticizer 
may improve the flowability of foam concrete with 
rubber.  

Despite lower workability, the addition of 
rubber in foamed concrete helped increasing the 
compressive strength by 75%-122% compared to 
control sample. In term of tensile strength, 
enhancement by 12%-43% was recorded for 
foamed concrete with rubber. The improvement of 
strength, however, has been limited to the 
maximum amount of 9% rubber.  

Results obtained and the observation made in 
this study suggest that rubber powder has the 
potentials to be used in foamed concrete to improve 
the strength. Long-term investigation with suitable 
admixture, like superplastisizer has been proposed 
as recommendation for future study in order to 
improve workability and strength as well.  
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